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The idea that no names arise naturally is supported by .....................

new naturalists naturalists conventionalists anomalists

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is mainly studied by Greek scholars?

pragmatics phonetics discourse semantics

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Aristotle defined .....................  as "a component of the sentence having a meaning of its own but

not further divisible into meaningful units".

group phrase morpheme word

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the relationship between ain't goin' and am not going?

synonym complementary alternant

free variant dialectal

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one has been most revealing in its application to the lesser known languages?

descriptive linguistics prescriptive linguistics

functionalism generative grammar

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We group A and B into a .......................... set whenever A and B each have the same (or partially

same) environments X within a statable domain of the flow of speech.

dependence substitutability similarity dijunction

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is the subfield of linguistics which studies the internal structure of sentences and the

relationships among the internal parts?

syntax semantics phonetics morphology

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is a physical form representing some morpheme in language?

morphon allophone allomorph morph

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is charachteristic of Fries' grammar?

normative, descriptive legislative, normative

descriptive, behavioristic legislative, descriptive

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one is charachteristic of Halliday's grammar?

generative diachronic legislative functional

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is a palatal sound?

[c] [k] [h] [v]

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which intonation pattern is used for certainty type utterances?

falling rising rising -falling falling-rising

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which intonational function turns statements into questions? 

focusing grammatical attitudal discourse 

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

........................ grammar is a system of rules that forms syntactic representation for all the

grammatical sentences of a language.

minimalist prescriptive functional generative

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the phrase "the big book of poems" which one is Determiner?

the big book of

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one can be the modifier of the AdvP?

PP NP AdvP AdjP

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence "Cedric may crash the long boat" which word stands for T?

Cedrcic may crash long

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence "the man killed the king with the knife" which one is modifier?

with the knife the king with kill king the man

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence "the big book of poems with the red cover" which one is a constituent?

book of poems big book of

the big poems with the red cover

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

XPs that are sister to single bar levels and are daughters of single bar N are calle ......................

specifier complement adjunct constituent

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In which sentence the goal and recipient refer to the same NP?

John broke his leg due to his negligence. The hammer broke the window

Mary received a letter from John The dog chewed a slipper from hunger

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the application domain of theta theory?

lexicon x-bar D-structure movement rules

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to Binding Theory which one must be free in the same clause?

cataphora anaphora R-expression pronoun

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The movement of a determiner phrase into a subject position is a kind of .............................

A-movement A-bar movement

head movement specifier movement

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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What is the ultimate goal of Chomsky in in devising a theory of language?

descriptive grammar phrase structure grammar

functional grammar universal grammar

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

According to theta theory, the argument that is acted upon by the agent is called

............................

experiencer source patient subject

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does rapidity of language acquisition imply?

LF construction parameter setting

principle genetic guidance

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one is implied by the sentence " Children acquire languages even though no special care is

taken to teach them"?

All languages are learned by English children automatically.

We don't learn to have a native language.

Native language is close to UG than other languages.

Experience has no role in acquiring native language.

28-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which one is NOT learned by grammatical learning?

universal principles structures of sentences

grammatical parameters grammatical operation

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In the production of sounds, .................................. is specified according to the degree of stricture

of articulators.

place of articulation manner of articulation

voicing frontness

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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